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Abstract

An implementation of the electromagnetic Particle in
Cell loop in the code Smilei using task programming
is presented. Through OpenMP, the macro-particles
operations are formulated in terms of tasks. This for-
mulation allows asynchronous execution respecting the
data dependencies of the macro-particle operations, the
most time-consuming part of the code in simulations of
interest for plasma physics. Through some benchmarks
it is shown that this formulation can help mitigating
the load imbalance of these operations at the OpenMP
thread level. The improvements in strong scaling for
load-imbalanced physical cases are discussed.

1 Introduction

Electromagnetic Particle in Cell (PIC) [1] codes repre-
sent state-of-the-art investigation tools for the plasma
physics community and an important case study for
optimization with novel high performance computing
techniques. Indeed, the parallelization of PIC simula-
tions becomes mandatory in many cases of physical in-
terest, which demand computing resources far beyond
those obtainable with a single CPU core.

For a self-consistent treatment of the simulated phe-
nomena, at each iteration the PIC method advances the
electromagnetic fields, defined on a numerical grid, us-
ing macro-particles current densities as source terms in
Maxwell’s equations. Afterwards, the macro-particles
are advanced in the phase space using the electromag-
netic fields as source terms of their equations of mo-
tion, project their current densities on the grid and the
next PIC iteration can be executed. The mentioned
operations on the macro-particles are the most time-
consuming operations in a typical PIC simulation and
are the first target of optimizations, as those presented
in this work.

*Corresponding author. E-mail address:
francesco.massimo@cea.fr

The standard parallelization of this algorithm con-
sists in decomposing the physical domain in subdo-
mains (including their fields and macro-particles) as-
signed to different computing units, CPU cores for the
scope of this work. Therefore, a load imbalance in the
macro-particle operations occurs if they are unevenly
distributed in space. This load imbalance can be par-
ticularly detrimental in PIC codes, since at the end of
each PIC loop iteration at least one synchronization
and fields/macro-particles communications at the sub-
domains borders are required. Thus, the CPU cores
which treated fewer macro-particles remain idle while
the other ones treat physical regions with more parti-
cles, as depicted in Fig. 1 with a simplified model.
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Figure 1: Scheduling of macro-particle operations in a
PIC loop iteration with a simplified case of 3 CPU cores.
Each CPU core is assigned to a subdomain of the simu-
lated physical space (macro-particles+fields). Each op-
erator, i.e. Interpolation, Push, macro-particle prelimi-
nary operations for Boundary Conditions (pre-BC) and
current Projection, is applied to all macro-particles of
the physical region assigned to the respective CPU core.
The first CPU core is treating a physical zone with more
particles than the other CPU cores, which remain idle
while waiting for the synchronisation and the follow-
ing communications (e.g. exchanges of macro-particles
crossing domain borders, communication of fields at do-
main borders). Note that the proportions between the
PIC operators are not in scale: e.g. in a realistic ex-
ample the time spent on the pre-Boundary Conditions
operations would be much smaller than the time spent
on Push.

As long as the macro-particle distribution and thus
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the load is balanced, PIC codes have a good strong
scaling and are often used to benchmark new ma-
chines/architectures. However, a perfect load balance
is not present in typical scientific applications, in par-
ticular when the strong scaling is challenged because in
this case subdomains are taken as small as possible; as
result, the simulation becomes sensitive to small scale
imbalance, which has little impact on more coarsely par-
allelized cases. Indeed, physical set-ups starting with a
load imbalance or with a load imbalance which devel-
ops during the simulation are easily encountered in PIC
simulations of interest for the plasma physics commu-
nity. Examples which often require large-scale simula-
tions are laser wakefield acceleration [2–4], interaction
between a laser and a solid target [5–7], collisionless
shocks in astrophysics [8–10]. Therefore, for similar
cases it is essential to improve the strong scaling, pre-
venting the detrimental effects on performances of an
uneven distribution of operations in a high number of
CPU cores.

To reduce the effects of load imbalance, a hybrid
MPI+OpenMP parallelization of the PIC method was
implemented in some codes [11–14]. It consists in de-
composing the physical domain in small regions includ-
ing multiple grid cells. These regions are called su-
percells / tiles / patches in the mentioned references.
In the following, only the term patches will be used.
Patches are then grouped in larger subdomains, in this
work called MPI patch collections, each assigned to a
MPI process. This technique allows a dynamic load bal-
ancing algorithm exchanging patches between the MPI
patch collections, whose form may adapt with irregu-
lar shapes to mitigate the load imbalance at the MPI
level [11, 15]. Furthermore, within a MPI patch collec-
tion the treatment of the patches is dynamically dis-
tributed between the OpenMP threads. This technique
acts as a dynamic load balancing method at the finer
level of the domain decomposition inside the MPI patch
collection [14, 16]. An example of such decomposition
is shown in Fig. 2.

However, in strongly imbalanced physical cases a load
imbalance may remain at the OpenMP thread level, i.e.
at the patch level, where less-charged threads may have
to wait for those charged with patches more populated
of macro-particles (see Discussion in [17]).

A technique of raising interest to mitigate the load
imbalance at the OpenMP thread level in codes with hy-
brid parallelization is task programming [18–20]. In this
programming model, sequences of operations + their
data scope are defined as tasks, which are generated
and then asynchronously distributed at runtime among
the OpenMP threads. The expression of data depen-
dencies between different tasks is supported by most
languages and API supporting task programming, e.g.
OpenMP, used for this work [21].

In a patch-based PIC code, a task formulation of the
algorithm allows more easily an even finer decompo-
sition of the calculations within patches: these opera-
tions can be defined as sequences of tasks. Namely, in
this work a spatial finer domain decomposition within
a patch called bin is defined. Thus, three spatial de-
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Figure 2: Simple case of 2D domain decomposition with
4x4 patches in the x and y directions. Each patch has
a size of 6x6 cells (small squares). Patches are col-
ored according to the MPI process they are assigned
to. In the Figure 3 MPI processes are present, each
with 4 OpenMP threads. In each MPI patch collection
the patches are dynamically assigned to an OpenMP
thread.

xbin_x_size = 4

ibin=0 ibin=1 ibin=3ibin=2y

Figure 3: Definition of bins in a patch. The depicted
2D patch’s size is 16× 6 cells in the x and y directions
respectively. In the Figure each bin has an x extension
equal to bin x size = 4 cells in the x direction.

compositions are used, with decreasing grain size: MPI
patch collections, patches, bins (see Figs. 2, 3). Each
patch is composed by one or more bins, and MPI patch
collections include by definition multiple patches. At
each PIC loop iteration the macro-particles are sorted
and assigned to macro-particle arrays corresponding to
these levels of decomposition. In this task formula-
tion the operators acting on macro-particles of each bin
(e.g. the current Projection operator) are defined as
tasks. With this paradigm, different operations on the
bin macro-particles of the same patch are not bound to
a particular OpenMP thread, but are executed by the
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first available thread. This allows more flexibility in the
scheduling of the operations and thus a more efficient
distribution of the workload among the threads, pro-
vided that the overhead of tasks generation and schedul-
ing is limited. Data dependencies between tasks en-
sure that the correct order of the PIC operations is re-
spected.

The implementation of this task-formulation in the
open source PIC code Smilei and its applications in
some benchmarks are presented in this work, which is
organised as follows.

In the first section a quick review of the implemen-
tation of the PIC loop in Smilei is presented in the
context of its patch-based domain decomposition and
hybrid MPI-OpenMP parallelization. In the second sec-
tion the implementation of the task-based PIC loop in
Smilei [14] is presented. In the third section two small-
scale simulations, a uniformly distributed plasma and a
radiation pressure acceleration set-up, are used as case
studies to show a comparison of the performances of the
Smilei versions without and with tasks. The illustra-
tion of the scheduling of macro-particle operations in
the second simulation is used to show the advantages
in the scheduling of the version with tasks with load-
imbalanced physical cases. In the fourth section a more
realistic simulation, nearer to those of practical inter-
est, is used as benchmark, with small patches which
allow a good load balancing at the MPI level and near
to the minimum patch size. The performances and the
strong scaling of the task-based version of the code are
compared to those of the version without tasks.

The simulations of this work have been performed on
the cluster Ruche of the Moulon Mesocentre [22], on
Intel Xeon Gold 6230 (bi-socket Cascadelake node with
20 cores per socket, hyperthreading is not activated).

2 Parallelization without tasks

In PIC codes, the plasma distribution function in
Vlasov equation is sampled with an ensemble of macro-
particles with finite spatial extent. The macro-particles
move in the simulated domain representing the physi-
cal space, discretized with a numerical grid. At each
PIC algorithm iteration, for each macro-particle, the
fields (and thus the Lorentz force) acting on the macro-
particle are interpolated from the grid to the macro-
particle position. Afterwards, Vlasov equation’s char-
acteristics, commonly called the ”equations of motion”
of the macro-particles, are solved to advance (or as more
often said ”push”) the macro-particle position and mo-
mentum. Preliminary operations for Boundary Condi-
tions are applied if the macro-particle reaches the bor-
ders of the physical domain (e.g. adding the macro-
particle to the list of macro-particles to send to other
patches or to delete). Then, the current density of the
particle is projected on the grid points associated with
its position. The exact shape and extent of the den-
sity distribution of a given macro-particle depends on
the chosen order of the spline functions used for inter-
polation and projection. After the execution of these
operations on all the macro-particles, the total current

density on the grid can be used to advance the elec-
tromagnetic fields solving Maxwell’s equations. After-
wards, a new PIC loop iteration can start.

In the following, the mentioned operations involv-
ing macro-particles (Interpolation, Push, Projection,
macro-particle preliminary operations for Boundary
Conditions or pre-BC) are referred to as macro-particle
operations. These operations are always performed,
independently of the parallelization and of diagnostic.
The optimizations of the PIC algorithm in this work ad-
dress these operations, the most time-consuming ones
in most simulations of practical interest.

In Smilei, the parallelization of the described PIC
method consists in decomposing the domain into MPI
patch collections, which are by definition decomposed
in small regions called patches, as shown in Fig. 2
(see also [14]). Within each MPI patch collection, a
loop on the patches (and on the macro-particle species
within the patches) is performed at each iteration. For
all the macro-particles belonging to each patch ipatch

and species ispec, the aforementioned macro-particles
operations are executed. As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, to address load imbalance inside the MPI process,
the patch loop can be parallelized with OpenMP with a
dynamic scheduling, yielding the pseudo-code in Algo-
rithm 1 (see also Figs. 2,4). Typically the best configu-
ration for performances uses as many MPI processes as
sockets and as many OpenMP threads per MPI process
as CPU cores that are present in each socket. For cache
optimizations, the patch macro-particles are sorted in
bins, i.e. group of particles corresponding to a decom-
position of the patch physical space along the x direc-
tion (see Fig.3). This decomposition will be particularly
important in the task formulation of the algorithm, as
detailed in the next section.

Since a new PIC loop iteration cannot start before
the current density projection of all patches, two syn-
chronisations occur at the end of each iteration, corre-
sponding to the synchronization between the OpenMP
threads and the MPI processes. In this phase the ex-
changes of fields and macro-particles at the boundaries
between patches and between MPI patch collections,
the patch exchange for load balancing, and the count-
ing and sorting operations for SIMD vectorization are
performed [16]. The macro-particle Boundary Condi-
tions (e.g. periodic, delete, send to other patch) are
applied to the macro-particles flagged in the aforemen-
tioned preliminary operations for Boundary Conditions.
Load imbalances at these levels generate bottlenecks,
as shown in Fig. 1, that may be detrimental for strong
scaling with a high number of CPU cores.

The coarser load imbalance, between different MPI
processes, is mitigated through the dynamic load bal-
ancing algorithm detailed in [15]. With a frequency
chosen by the user, the load imbalance is evaluated and
patches are exchanged between MPI processes to have
a MPI-wise macro-particle distribution as uniform as
possible. This strategy changes the shape of the MPI
patch collections, which generally deviate from a “rect-
angular” shape.
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Algorithm 1 Macro-particle operations in a PIC loop
iteration, version “Tasks OFF”. Each operation call,
e.g. Interpolation, is executed on all the macro-particles
of the combination [ipatch,ispec,ibin]. Note that the
#pragma omp for schedule(dynamic) dynamically dis-
tributes the ipatch iterations to the OpenMP threads
at runtime.

#pragma omp for schedule(dynamic)
for ipatch=0,Npatches − 1 do
for ispec=0,Nspecies − 1 do
for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do
Interpolation

end for
for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do
Push

end for
for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do
Preliminary operations for Boundary

Conditions

end for
for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do
Projection of current density into

ipatch grid

end for
end for

end for

The patch-level load imbalance is normally miti-
gated by the dynamic distribution of patches among the
threads of a MPI process. However, two constraints of
this approach may cause bottlenecks when the work-
load on different patches is unevenly distributed. As
described by Algorithm 1 and depicted in Fig.4, at each
patch of an MPI patch collection corresponds a thread
that is dynamically assigned at runtime. Namely, this
implies the following constraints in the scheduling of
macro-particle operations:

• all the species within a patch are treated by the
same OpenMP thread;

• this thread must also execute all the involved op-
erations for that patch and its species.

This version of the algorithm parallelization is referred
to in the following as Tasks OFF.

These constraints may generate bottlenecks when the
number of OpenMP threads is near to the number of
patches, a situation that can occur when many CPU
cores are used and/or the dynamic load balancing algo-
rithm assigns few patches to a certain MPI process (see
e.g. the Discussion section in [17]). In this situation the
strong scaling worsens, since a balanced distribution of
the workload in patches among the threads is not pos-
sible. Reducing the size of the patches may help, but a
patch cannot be smaller than a certain size, determined
by the number of grid points involved by the interpo-
lation/projection spline function, i.e. the extent of the
macro-particles.

Therefore, it is useful to introduce additional flexi-
bility in the distribution of macro-particles operations
among the OpenMP threads, to remove the mentioned
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Figure 4: Macro-particle operations in Smilei with-
out tasks, depicting a case with two patches with two
Species. Note how all the operations corresponding
to different species ispec belonging to the same patch
ipatch are executed sequentially, by the same OpenMP
thread.

constraints of version Tasks OFF. In the next sec-
tion a task formulation of these operations in Smilei
is presented. It is shown in the following sections
that the increased flexibility in scheduling improves the
strong scaling and reduces the simulation time in load-
imbalanced cases.

3 Parallelization with OpenMP
task

The implementation of Smilei with task programming
presented in this section, referred to as version Tasks
ON, is not the only possible one in an electromagnetic
PIC code (see e.g. [23–25]). One of the advantages
of this formulation is its compatibility with the patch-
based domain decomposition and load balancing strate-
gies at MPI level described in the previous section. For
a small review of the OpenMP task concepts of interest
for this work, please refer to the OpenMP specifica-
tion version 4.5 [21], in particular the task, taskwait,
taskgroup constructs and the depend clause.

As first level of “taskification”, each iteration of the
outer double for loop in Algorithm 1 can be formulated
as a task. Conceptually the Interpolation, Push and
pre-BC operations on the macro-particles in different
combinations [ipatch,ispec] can be independent and
do not have a risk of race conditions if a separate grid
for a given [ipatch,ispec] combination is used and aux-
iliary variables are defined as local variables. Indeed,
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interpolation is a read operation from the grid and a
write operation on each of the macro-particle buffers
(macro-particle position index, interpolated fields, ...).
Keeping these buffers as local variables ensures that no
race condition is encountered in asynchronous execution
of the Interpolation, although special care is needed to
avoid memory leaks. The Push operation is a read op-
eration on the independent macro-particle buffers and a
write operation on the independent macro-particles po-
sitions and momenta. The preliminary operations for
Boundary Conditions are write operations on the inde-
pendent macro-particles positions and momenta. How-
ever, in Algorithm 1 the Projection operation yields
a crucial risk of data race if particles from the same
ipatch but different ispec write their corresponding
current/charge density on the same grid point. Using
atomic operations in the Projection to avoid race con-
ditions would have detrimental effects on the perfor-
mances. Thus, a special modification of the projection
operation has been implemented, as detailed in the fol-
lowing. It consists in a preliminary projection operation
which is local for a given combination [ipatch,ispec].
For this purpose, for each [ipatch, ispec, ibin], ded-
icated local grids are defined. Each of these local sub-
grids has the same number of cells as the physical space
corresponding to a bin, and the necessary ghost cells at
their borders.

As second step of the Smilei task formulation, tasks
are defined at the level of decomposition of bins (see Fig.
3). Each bin has an extension of bin x size cells in the
x direction. With this finer grain of parallelism, the
parameter bin x size can be used to choose the task
granularity, whose optimal value may vary depending
on the physical set-up.

Inside the aforementioned [ipatch,ispec] tasks, the
macro-particle operations on macro-particles belong-
ing to different bins can be formulated as sub-
tasks, with the same data race risks described above.
Thus, differently from the Algorithm 1, in princi-
ple the macro-particle operations of each combination
[ipatch,ispec,ibin] can be performed asynchronously
on different threads as tasks, provided that the se-
quence Interpolation-Push-(pre-BC)-Projection of the
selected [ipatch,ispec,ibin] combination is respected
and race conditions are avoided. The sequence or-
der can be ensured through the depend clause of the
omp task directive. To avoid race conditions between
macro-particles belonging to different ispec on the
same ipatch projecting on the same grid points, each
[ipatch,ispec,ibin] combination projects on its lo-
cal sub-grid corresponding to the physical space of
[ipatch,ibin] (see Fig. 3) and the necessary ghost cells.

After the macro-particle operations on the patch
ipatch are executed, a reduction of the subgrids current
densities can be executed on the main grid, whose fields
are used as source terms to solve Maxwell’s equations.
The current densities in the mentioned local subgrids
corresponding to the bins are added to the patch grid
densities with the appropriate shift (an integer multi-
ple of bin x size cells). This operation is executed for
each patch, species and bin.

It is important to note that, provided that the men-
tioned task dependencies are respected, different macro-
particle operations on different patches or species or
bins may be distributed on other OpenMP threads by
the task scheduler, without binding the operation of the
particles in a given [ipatch,ispec,(ibin=0, Nbins-1)]
to a particular (dynamically assigned) OpenMP thread
as in Algorithm 1. For the reduction operation of a
given [ipatch,ispec] combination, it was chosen to set
it as dependent on the projection of all the particles
belonging to the combination [ipatch,ispec] (all the
bins) and on the same reduction executed on the com-
bination [ipatch,ispec-1] (all the bins). The loop on
the bins of a given [ipatch,ispec] combination is per-
formed serially. Since the macroparticles are typically
much more numerous than the grid points and given the
number of operations involved in the macro-particles
operations, the time spent on this additional reduction
step is normally negligible compared to the time spent
on macro-particle operations (see also Fig. 11 in the
next section).

The described task formulation is depicted in Algo-
rithm 2, where the task clauses refer to the genera-
tion of a task. The OpenMP thread which will exe-
cute that task and the moment when this will occur
are dynamically determined by the OpenMP runtime
scheduler. The tasks appearing in Algorithm 2 have a
dependence type in and/or out, followed by a list of
variables (which may be array elements). This clause
specifies the dependencies between tasks. To under-
stand these clauses, intuitively a depend(out:x) clause
in a task construct treats the task as if the variable x is
written by the task, while a depend(in:x) clause treats
the task as if the variable x is read by the task. Thus,
the OpenMP scheduler constructs the dependence rela-
tions of the new task based on the previously generated
tasks and on the requirement that the variable x should
not be subject to data races. Therefore, following the
OpenMP 4.5 specification [21] for the in dependence-
type of a task B, if at least one of the listed variables is
in common with those of a previously generated task A
with an out dependence-type, then task B will depend
on (and therefore will be executed after) task A. For the
out dependence-type of a task B, if at least one of the
listed variables is in common with a previously gener-
ated task A with dependence type in or out, then then
task B will depend on (and therefore will be executed
after) task A. These rules for the task execution order
are depicted in Fig. 5. The dependencies expressed in
Algorithm 2 are also depicted in Fig. 6. Remembering
that each task depicted in that Figure can be executed
virtually by any available OpenMP thread, a compari-
son with Fig. 4 highlights the already mentioned con-
straints that are present in the version without tasks
when the operations must be assigned to the threads.

It is worth noting that even if in a version without
tasks a triple loop on ipatch, ispec, ibin was used
to have a finer grain decomposition for the scheduling
of particle operations, it would not be straightforward
to respect the dependencies with an OpenMP directive
not using tasks. Besides, without a local buffer pro-
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jection and subsequent reduction, a risk of race condi-
tion would occur with the projection operation. Future
work will also show the performances of a version with
a double for loop with the collapse(2) clause to assign
to different threads the operations on different ipatch,
ispec.

A final consideration on this version with tasks is the
overhead in memory added, compared to the version
without tasks. The version in Algorithm 1 uses buffer
arrays for quantities like spatial indices of the macro-
particle on the grid (3 integers in 3D), displacement
of the macro-particle position referred to the borders
of the cells associated to those indices (3 real numbers
in 3D), the electromagnetic fields interpolated at each
macro-particle’s position (6 real numbers, one for each
component of the electromagnetic field). These quan-
tities are computed by the Interpolation operation and
used by the Pusher and Projection operation [1], rea-
son why the mentioned arrays are used to store the
data to use again later. There can be a maximum of
Nthreads OpenMP threads executing the operations on
Nthreads patches at a given time. Thus, to avoid risks
of race conditions, the memory needed for the men-
tioned buffer arrays corresponds to that of Nthreads

arrays with a number of elements corresponding to the
number of macro-particles treated by that thread in the
involved operations, Nmacro-particles. Each time a
thread starts to treat a species in a patch assigned to
it, the number of macro-particles Nmacro-particles

in the considered [ipatch,ispec] combination is com-
puted and the thread’s buffer array is dynamically re-
sized. This approach does not work in the version
with tasks in Algorithm 2, since each of the Nthreads

may execute the operations of an operator (e.g. In-
terpolator) on a certain [ipatch,ispec,ibin] combina-
tion and immediately afterwards execute the same op-
erations on another combination [ipatch,ispec,ibin],
or may execute the operations of another operator on
any combination [ipatch,ispec,ibin]. Therefore the
same [ipatch,ispec,ibin] combination may be treated
by different threads for different operators. Thus, in-
stead of Nthreads buffer arrays, the number of buffers
is set to Npatch×Nspecies. Each buffer array has an
index that is given by ipatch×Nspecies+ispec, where
[ipatch,ispec] are the indices of the patch and species
associated to it. Resizing each of these arrays to the
respective sizes Nmacro-particles and leaving them
with that size would easily generate a memory leak.
Thus, to reduce the memory overhead, the size of these
arrays is set to 1 when they are no more necessary,
i.e. when the projection operation for the combination
[ipatch,ispec,ibin] has been completed and no fur-
ther operations are needed on the macro-particles in
that region of space until the next PIC loop iteration.

In addition, as mentioned above, the task version
needs to define for each [ipatch,ispec, ibin] combi-
nation a local sub-grid corresponding to the physical
space of a bin and the necessary ghost cells at its bor-
der. As explained above in this section, these additional
sub-grids are necessary to avoid race conditions in the
current/charge density projections.

Algorithm 2 Macro-particle operations in a PIC loop
iteration, version “Tasks ON”. Note that the sec-
ond dependency of the second task ensures that the
current density reduction on a given patch ipatch

is performed in sequence for all the species (see also
Fig.6). Each operation call, e.g. Interpolation, is ex-
ecuted on all the macro-particles of the combination
[ipatch,ispec,ibin]. Please refer to section 3 and to
the OpenMP 4.5 specification [21] for the definition of
the depend(in:...) and depend(out:...) clauses.

#pragma omp single
{
for ipatch=0,Npatches − 1 do
for ispec=0,Nspecies − 1 do

#pragma omp task firstprivate(ipatch,ispec)
depend(out:has done dynamics[ipatch][ispec]
dynamics(ipatch,ispec)

#pragma omp task firstprivate(ipatch,ispec)
depend(in:has done dynamics[ipatch][ispec])
depend(out:has reduced densities[ipatch])
{
for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do
Copy current density of local sub-grid

into ipatch grid

end for
} // end ipatch-ispec density reduction task

end for
end for
} // end omp single

def dynamics(ipatch,ispec):
{
#pragma omp taskgroup
{
for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do

#pragma omp task firstprivate(ibin)
depend(out:has interpolated[ibin])
Interpolation

end for

for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do
#pragma omp task firstprivate(ibin)
depend(in:has interpolated[ibin])
depend(out:has pushed[ibin])
Push

end for

for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do
#pragma omp task firstprivate(ibin)
depend(in:has pushed[ibin])
depend(out:has done bc[ibin])
Preliminary operations for Boundary

Conditions

end for

for ibin=0,Nbins − 1 do
#pragma omp task firstprivate(ibin)
depend(in:has done bc[ibin])
Projection of current density

into local ipatch,ispec,ibin subgrid

end for
} // end omp taskgroup
} // end dynamics6
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or
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Operations on x
Task declaration

Task A reads x, Task B reads x
#pragma omp task depend( in:x )

{// Task A}

#pragma omp task depend( in:x)

{// Task B}

Task A reads x, Task B writes x
#pragma omp task depend( in:x )

{// Task A}

#pragma omp task depend( out:x)

{// Task B}

Task A writes x, Task B reads x
#pragma omp task depend( out:x )

{// Task A}

#pragma omp task depend( in:x)

{// Task B}

Task A writes x, Task B writes x
#pragma omp task depend( out:x )

{// Task A}

#pragma omp task depend( out:x)

{// Task B}

Task A

Task B

Task A Task B

Task A Task B

Task B Task A

Task A Task B

Task A Task B

Task A Task B

Task A

Task B

Task A

Task B

Figure 5: Dependency graph and allowed order(s) of ex-
ecutions for tasks A and B according to the dependency
type specified on their depend clause. The variable x

(which may be an array element) in the dependency
list may be a variable treated inside the tasks or simply
a variable defined to be used as tag for dependencies.
The OpenMP runtime scheduler will assign the tasks to
the available threads respecting the allowed execution
order(s). In the dependency graph column the arrow
symbolizes a dependency. In the right column, the ar-
row represents the time axis. The dashed line is used
to mean that in that time interval other tasks may be
executed.

4 Basic performance
benchmarks

To illustrate the advantages of the task formulation
in the scheduling of macro-particle operations with a
toy example, the performances of tasks with two simple
physical cases are reported in this section. Afterwards,
the scheduling of macro-particle operations will be dis-
played for two representative cases drawn from the con-
sidered performance scans. For the sake of simplicity,
these simplified simulations have few large patches com-
pared to the number of CPU cores. With many small
patches, both the MPI load balancing and the OpenMP
dynamic scheduling would work more efficiently in re-
ducing the idle-times of CPU cores caused by load im-
balances in the macro-particle distribution.

In the following, two cases studies are presented,
where the two mentioned versions of the algorithm
are used (without and with tasks, the already defined
“Tasks OFF” and “Tasks ON”), varying the number
of total CPU cores and the bin size along the x di-
rection bin x size = [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64]. The times
reported in the plots represent the time spent on the
macro-particle operations: Interpolation, Push, Parti-
cles BC, Projection, and Density Reduction if present.

The first case study is a small simulation of a uni-
form plasma, with perfect load balancing during all the

Patch 0, Species 0 Patch 0, Species 1
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Figure 6: Task dependency graph of macro-particle op-
erations in Smilei, depicting a case with two patches
with two Species. Note how the tasks corresponding to
different [ipatch,ispec,ibin] combinations (and dif-
ferent operators) are independent and thus can be as-
signed to any of the available threads respecting the
dependencies. The taskgroup construct ensures that
the enclosed tasks and their child tasks are completed.
Please note that the grey boxes refer to the operations
for the particles in the combination [ipatch,ispec].
The rectangles/squares with solid border and smooth
vertices representing a task (see legend in the top part
of the figure) are colored according to the color-coded
operators in the Figure.

simulation. In this 2D simulation, a uniform preion-
ized plasma of density 1 nc is initialized with elec-
tron temperature Te = 100mec

2 and ion temperature
Ti = 10mec

2, extending up to the x and y borders of
the simulation window. Both electron and ion macro-
particles are initialized with a regular distribution along
the cell and 36 macro-particles per cell. The grid has
size Lx = 512∆x and Ly = 1024∆y, sampled with
resolution ∆x = ∆y = 0.22 c/ωr (half of the Debye
length), where ωr can be an arbitrary reference angu-
lar frequency. The simulation domain is decomposed
in 8 × 8 patches of size 64 × 128 cells. A spline of or-
der 2 is used for Interpolation and Projection. Periodic
boundary conditions are used at the borders of both di-
rections, for both particles and electromagnetic fields.

From Fig. 7 it is inferred that in this set-up and
with the considered number of CPU cores, both versions
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have nearly the same strong scaling in the time spent in
macro-particle operations. As expected for a balanced
case, the version with tasks and the version without
tasks spend the same time on macro-particle operations.
The amount of operations to execute is approximately
the same for each patch, thus the idle times (like those
in Fig. 1) are minimized. The additional degrees of
freedom of the task formulation in the assignment of
the operations to the OpenMP threads do not yield an
advantage compared to a dynamically scheduled omp

for loop. It is worth noting also that the overhead given
by the density reductions in the task formulation does
not seem to have sensitive effects on the performances
in this selected benchmark.
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Figure 7: Scan varying bin x size of the 2D uniform
plasma benchmark, with and without tasks. The re-
ported times for macro-particle operations are mea-
sured for 1500 iterations and averaged over the MPI
processes.

The second case study is a small-scale simulation of
a short slab of pre-ionized plasma irradiated by a laser.
In this case the motion of the electron species and the
motion of the heavier ion species have some differences,
maintaining a load imbalance even between the patches
of a MPI process. At t = 0 the macro-particle load
is evenly distributed along the MPI processes and dy-
namic load balancing is activated. To illustrate the load
imbalance of the electron distribution in this physical
case, Figure 8 displays the electron density at 0 and
1500 iterations. The ion density (not shown) has a sim-
ilar unbalanced distribution.

In this 2D simulation, a slab of preionized plasma
of uniform density 100 nc, thickness 0.44 c/ωr is ini-

tialized at x = λr, extending up to the y borders of
the simulation window. The plasma is sampled with
electron and ion macro-particles, both initialized with
a regular distribution and 64 macro-particles per cell.
Initially the ions are cold and the electrons have an
initial temperature of 0.001 mec. The grid has size
Lx = 512∆x and Ly = 1024∆y, sampled with reso-
lution ∆x = ∆y = λr/100. The simulation domain is
decomposed in 8× 8 patches of size 64× 128 cells. The
integration timestep is set to ∆t = (λr/c)/150. A trans-
versely Gaussian laser with peak normalized a0 = 150,
arbitrary carrier frequency λr, waist w0 = 2λr, constant
temporal profile starts to be injected from the left x bor-
der of the window and focused at [x, y] = [10λr, Ly/2],
triggering radiation pressure acceleration of the parti-
cles in the plasma slab. Dynamic load balancing at the
MPI level is activated at the start of the simulation and
every 20 iterations. A spline of order 2 is used for Inter-
polation and Projection. Periodic boundary conditions
for particles and fields are used at the borders in the y
direction, while reflective and Silver-Muller conditions
are used at the borders in the x direction for the parti-
cles and the electromagnetic fields respectively.
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Figure 8: Electron density ne divided by the critical
density nc in the 2D radiation pressure benchmark at
0 (left) and 1500 iterations (right).

Figure 9 reports the results of a performance study
corresponding to the one of Fig. 7, but performed with
this second benchmark. Comparing the two Figures,
the effects of a task formulation on a load imbalanced
case become evident.

A first observation, valid also for the first case study,
is that the time spent on macro-particle operations is al-
most constant varying bin x size for the version with-
out tasks.

In this unbalanced case with relatively large patches
the version with tasks (“Tasks ON”) displays a better
scaling than the “Tasks OFF” version with the consid-
ered number of CPU cores. For the latter version the
time spent on macro-particle operations is almost un-
changed varying the number of CPU cores. This could
be expected remembering that the main for loop in
Algorithm 1 in that version consists on iterating on a
total of 64 patches. A number of 16, 32, and 64 CPU
cores was considered to distribute these 64 iterations
of the for loop, thus practically no scaling is observed
passing from 32 to 64 CPU cores. Instead, the ver-
sion with tasks decouples the scheduling of patches and
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species, i.e. 64 patches×2 species = 128 iterations of the
double for loop in Algorithm 2 are distributed among
the threads. Besides, the finer decomposition with bins
and the decoupling between thread number and PIC
operator offers additional flexibility in the scheduling
of operations at runtime.

From Fig. 9 we also note that the gain in performance
of the “Tasks ON” version is greater when changing
from 8 to 16 OpenMP threads if the number of bins
is larger (i.e. when bin x size is smaller): with more
bins, more tasks are generated to be executed in parallel
by a higher number of OpenMP threads, resulting in
a better load balancing and consequently in a better
strong scaling.

This additional flexibility in the version with tasks
and the lack of scaling for the version without tasks
yields for the task version a maximum speed-up of 1.3,
2.4, 4.1 with 16, 32, 64 CPU cores respectively.

4 MPI processes, 8 OpenMP threads
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Figure 9: Scan varying bin x size of the 2D radia-
tion pressure benchmark, with and without tasks. The
reported times for macro-particle operations are mea-
sured for 1500 iterations and averaged over the MPI
processes.

4.1 Task scheduling visualization

It is interesting to observe more in detail the task
scheduling of macro-operations in the radiation pres-
sure benchmark at a given iteration. Figures 10, 11
depict such scheduling through an ad − hoc diagnos-
tic. This case with few large patches was chosen also to
make these images more readable. Still, for the sake of
clarity the following Figures do not show the ipatch,

ispec, ibin for which the displayed operations are ex-
ecuted, but only the type of operation, e.g. Interpola-
tion, Push. In each Figure, the scheduling of macro-
particle operations for all the MPI ranks is shown at
iteration 1200, for the simulations with 4MPI processes
and 4 OpenMP threads, for the versions “Tasks OFF”
and “Tasks ON” . A bin size bin x size = 16 has been
chosen for the simulation with tasks. Since for the ver-
sion without tasks the execution time does not change
with bin x size, the case bin x size = 64 is reported.

From Fig. 10 it can be inferred that the coarser grain
of the patch decomposition and the sequential execution
of the PIC operators does not always allow an efficient
scheduling of these operations with the “Tasks OFF”
version.

With the “Tasks ON” version, the finer domain de-
composition given by the bins and the increased flexi-
bility in the scheduling allows to execute the involved
operations more efficiently.

This small-scale example was chosen to illustrate the
differences in the scheduling of operations with and
without tasks. The large patches did not allow the dy-
namic OpenMP scheduling to perform efficiently, so one
strategy to improve the performances without tasks is
to reduce the size of the patches. In the next section a
more realistic example will be shown, where the patch
size is near to the minimum size allowed by the interpo-
lation/projection stencils. In that case, the possibility
to have bins smaller than the stencils’ size and to have
more freedom in the distribution of the operations to
the OpenMP threads is used by the version with tasks
to efficiently schedule the operations.

5 Plasma expansion benchmark

In the simplified case of radiation pressure expansion of
the previous section it was inferred that reducing the
grain of domain decomposition gives an advantage in
the scheduling of operations. That simple case study
with large patches was used to illustrate the conceptual
advantages of tasks in scheduling in a small scale case.
The low number of CPU cores, patches and species also
helped to visualize more clearly the advantage of the
task formulation in the scheduling of operations.

In this section a performance study with a case that is
more representative of the typical use of Smilei is pre-
sented: a 3D plasma expansion case with small patches.
This allows the dynamic load balancing at the MPI level
to improve the code performances. In the considered
case study a thin preionized plasma slab of thickness
0.2 λr, where λr is an arbitrary reference length, is
initialized at the center of the x axis of a simulation
window with 8× 8× 8 patches, each with size 8× 8× 8
cells. Since interpolation of order 2 is used (a stencil
with an extent of 3 points), the code does not allow a
patch size smaller than 6 in a given direction (3 points
stencil + 3 ghost cells), thus the grain of domain decom-
position is already near the allowed limit. The plasma
slab’s transverse extent reaches the y and z borders
of the simulation window. The plasma is composed of
electrons with temperature 0.05 mec

2 and cold ions,
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Figure 10: Scheduling of macro-particle operations for
the 2D radiation pressure benchmark, 4 MPI processes
and 4 OpenMP threads, bin x size = 64 (i.e. 1 bin
per patch), during iteration 1200, with “Tasks OFF”
version.

initially distributed uniformly in the plasma slab with
density 100 nc and 64 regularly-spaced macro-particles
per cell. The spatial resolution in all directions is set
at ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.1 c/ωr, while the timestep is
set at ∆t = 0.9/

√
3 ∆x/c. The reported times spent

on macro-particle operations are the total ones mea-
sured for 2000 iterations, iteration at which the plasma
electrons have reached the x borders of the simulation
window. Dynamic load balancing at the MPI level is ac-
tivated at the start and executed every 100 iterations.
To show the load imbalance of the macro-particle dis-
tribution along the patches, Fig.12 reports a histogram
of the number of macro-particles per patch in a plane
at half the z length of the simulation window at the
end of the simulation. At t = 0 the equivalent his-
togram would display a slab of macro-particles similar
to Fig. 8 (left panel), but centered at half the window’s
x length. From the Figure it can be inferred that even
if the plasma has an expansion towards the borders of
the simulation, the number of macro-particles per patch
still differs by orders of magnitude between the central
patches and those at the borders.
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Figure 11: Scheduling of macro-particle operations for
the 2D radiation pressure benchmark, 4 MPI processes
and 4 OpenMP threads, bin x size = 16 (i.e. 4 bins
per patch), during iteration 1200, with “Tasks ON” ver-
sion. The horizontal axis has been extended to the same
maximum value of the horizontal axis in Fig. 10 to fa-
cilitate the comparison.
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benchmark at iteration 2000, the end of the simulation.
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For this study the number of CPU cores and the bin
width along the x direction bin x size have been var-
ied in the intervals [20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120] and [1, 2, 4, 8]
respectively. For each simulation 20 OpenMP threads
were used for each MPI process. Figure 13 shows the
time spent on macro-particle operations and the total
simulation time, with tasks and without tasks, vary-
ing the number of CPU cores and the bin width along
the x direction bin x size. Figure 14 shows a subset
of the simulations shown in the previous Figure: since
the reported times in the version without tasks remain
similar varying bin x size only the simulations with
bin x size = 8 are shown. For the sake of clarity only
the simulations with bin x size = 1, 8 are reported
for the version with tasks. With 20 CPU cores the ver-
sion without tasks is slightly quicker than the one with
tasks, but increasing the number of CPU cores the tasks
start to show their advantage. Additionally, from this
Figure it is already apparent that the version without
tasks starts to saturate its speed-up after 80 CPU cores,
which is more evident in the strong scaling reported in
Fig. 15. In this Figure the same simulations of Fig.
14 are reported, but the time spent on macro-particle
simulations (and total simulation time) are divided by
the respective times spent on macro-particle operations
( by the total simulation time) with the same version
and bin x size on 1 CPU core. It can be inferred that
the tasks improved the strong scaling on this simula-
tion, especially choosing a finer grain (which would be
impossible in the version without tasks at the moment).
In the case of bin x size = 1, the observed ratio of the
measured time with the task version over the one of the
version without tasks is 0.96,1.08,1.17,1.1,1.28,1.49 with
20,40,60,80,100,120 CPU cores respectively. To under-
stand why the “Tasks ON” version has a better strong
scaling than “Tasks OFF”, the number of iterations
per CPU core in their Algorithms should be consid-
ered, as mentioned in Section 4. This load-imbalanced
benchmark has 8 × 8 × 8 = 512 patches and 2 species.
Thus, with the “Tasks OFF” version there are 512 iter-
ations in the loop of Algorithm 1 (one for each patch).
In the most extreme case there are then on average
512/120 ≈ 4.3 iterations per CPU core. Instead, with
the “Tasks ON” version there are at least 512× 2 iter-
ations defined as tasks for the loop in Algorithm 2 to
distribute among the CPU cores (one for each species
in each patch). This gives an additional flexibility in
the scheduling of macro-particle operations. Besides,
reducing the bin size, i.e. increasing the number of
bins in each species, the effective number of iterations
is multiplied by the number of bins. As can be seen
in Fig.15, this finer decomposition improves the strong
scaling with the task version (bin x size = 8 corre-
sponds to 1 bin, bin x size = 1 corresponds to 8 bins).

Figures 13, 14, 15 also report the total simulation
time in their right panels. The total simulation time
includes the time spent on macro-particle operations
(the left panels), but also e.g. the time spent to solve
Maxwell’s equations and the time spent on synchroniza-
tions and communications. The latter ones also take
into account MPI/OpenMP barriers, the time spent on

exchanging border-crossing macro-particles and the val-
ues of the fields at the borders of patches, both at the
OpenMP thread level and the MPI level. The profil-
ing (not reported here) shows that this “synchroniza-
tion/communication time” constitutes the majority of
the time not spent on macro-particle operations. Com-
paring with the left panels, it can be inferred that its
relevance in the total simulation time increases when
the number of CPU cores is increased. The reason is
that the time spent on macro-particle operations is re-
duced with the increased related parallelism and more
communications are necessary between the patch/MPI
patch collection borders. Future work may investigate
the use of tasks to overlap the involved communica-
tions and the macro-particle operations, or to improve
the scheduling of the communications.

6 Conclusions

A version of the open source PIC code Smilei,where the
macro-particle operations (Interpolation, Push, prelim-
inary operations for Boundary Conditions, Projection)
are parallelized with OpenMP tasks was described.
This task formulation is compatible with the code’s pre-
existing hybrid MPI+OpenMP parallelization based on
patches. A 2D toy benchmark with few large patches
was used to show how the tasks introduce an additional
flexibility in the scheduling of macro-particle operations
and thus improve their scaling in load-imbalanced cases.
A visualization of this scheduling with and without
tasks was also shown for this simple case. A more real-
istic load-imbalanced 3D benchmark with many small
patches was then reported, highlighting an improved
strong scaling. This result was also due to the finer bin
decomposition of patches that could be introduced with
tasks. This example also showed that future work may
focus on the use of tasks to parallelize other operations
that become more relevant in the total simulation time
when the number of CPU cores is increased.
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